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Long tradition
Z

astava arms is the cradle of Serbian industry. In 1851
a decision was made to move the Gun Foundry from
Belgrade to Kragujevac and in 1853 first cannon barrels
were cast. This ended the efforts of the Principality of Serbia to have its own production of arms and equipment.
Gun Foundry in Kragujevac, the center of the Principality
of Serbia, quickly developed in material and spiritual way.
The Gun Foundry had first steam engines, first electric
light, first technical school, first quality system and at the
World Fair in Paris, in 1889, the Gun Foundry won several
medals.
Before the Second World War, the factory was a real industrial giant, with almost twelve thousand employees and
ten thousand machines.
After the war, Zastava arms continued production and
today it produces modern arms and military equipment.
Years of experience in the field of development of products, technology and capacities created conditions for the
transfer of technology to other countries.
As we use CATIA software to design our products, we can
quickly respond to the demands of the market.
Strategic decision of Zastava arms is a good position of
our product in global world market and cooperation with
arms manufacturers in the world.
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By applying Quality Management System (QMS) Zastava
arms constantly endeavors to improve the quality of
products and all processes. QMS (SRPS ISO 9001:2008 and
SORS 9000/05) is valid until 2019. Permanent investment
in education of staff and purchase of state-of-the-art computer equipment and technology results in placement of
new products that follow trends in the world market.
With systematic, skilled and creative work, based on tradition of 166 years, Zastava arms tends to keep the trust of
the users of products and services.
Content of the buyers is the measure of success of
Zastava arms.
General Manager
Mladen Petković
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SPORTING RIFLES

M70
Standard
Since 1853

Kragujevac
Serbia

SAFETY

Sporting rifles M70 Standard

S
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porting rifle with original MAUSER locking system and cold forged chromevanadium steel barrel that guarantees excellent accuracy, steady precision and long
service life.
Stocks for Sporting rifle M70 are made from
quality selected walnut. Customers can
choose one of the following types: Pig Back
and Monte Carlo. Recoil pad is made of rubber and grip cap is made of walnut.

Sporting rifle M70 is a safe gun. Trigger
mechanism is blocked by a lever-type safety.
The sling is securely fitted by metal swivels.
Customers can choose one of the
following types of trigger mechanisms:
- With single trigger
- With single DAT trigger (possibility of pretriggering by pushing the trigger forward this gives smaller trigger pull).
- With double trigger (possibility of pretriggering with one trigger - after this, the
trigger pull on the other trigger is very small).

The receiver has four threads with protective
screws. The threads are intended for the
connection of the optical device basis, which
are mounted optionally.
Sporting rifle is fitted with iron sights: rear open; front - post with protection.
Standard surface protection of metal parts
is bluing and wooden parts are oiled and
polished.

Sporting
Riﬂes

M70
MODEL:

M70 Standard (SL)
In calibers:

All calibres of M70
Standard

MODEL:

M70 Standard (MK)
In calibers:

All calibres of M70
Standard

M70 Standard | Is a same version of model M70 Standard, only with Monte - Carlo stock.

All other features and options are identical to the features and options of
Sporting rifle M70 Standard
T E C H N I C A L DATA
Model

Calibres

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/kg/

Barrel length
/mm/

Total length
/mm/

M70 Standard

.22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem., 6.5x57, 7x57, 8x57 JS,
6.5x55 SE, .270 Win., 7x64, .30-06, .25-06, 9.3x62

5+1

3.6

600 / 560

1140 / 1100

.243 Win., .308 Win.

4+1

3.6

600 / 560

1140 / 1100

.264 Win.Mag., 7mm Rem.Mag.,
7mm-08 Rem., .300 Win.Mag.

3+1

3.6

600 / 560

1140 / 1100

.375 H&H, .458 Win.Mag.

3+1

3.9

600 / 560

1140 / 1100
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SPORTING RIFLES

M70

Fullstock
Left hand
Battue
American style

Model:

M70 Fullstock
In calibers:
All calibres of M70
Standard

M70 Fullstock | Is a version of Sporting rifles M70 Standard

with Fullstock type of stock and shortened barrel. All other features
and options (types of rear part of the stock, types of trigger mechanism)
are identical to the features and options of a model M70 Standard.

Since 1853
Kragujevac
Serbia

Model:
M70 Left hand
In calibers:
All calibres of M70
Standard

M70 Left hand | Is a version of Sporting rifles M70 Standard
ergono- mically suited to left - hand shooters. All other features and
options (types of the stock, types of the trigger mechanism) are identical to
the features and options of M70 Standard.

M70 Fullstock

Models
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Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/kg/

Barrel length Total length
/mm/
/mm/

.22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem., 6.5x57, 7x57, 8x57 JS,
6.5x55 SE, .270 Win., 7x64, .30-06, .25-06, 9.3x62

5+1

3.6

510

1050

.243 Win., .308 Win.

4+1

3.6

510

1050

.264 Win.Mag., 7mm Rem.Mag.,
7mm-08 Rem., .300 Win.Mag.

3+1

3.6

510

1050

.375 H&H, .458 Win.Mag.

3+1

3.9

510

1050

Calibres

Sporting
Riﬂes
Fullstock
Left hand
Battue
American style

Model:
M70 Battue
All calibres of M70
Standard

M70 Battue | Is a version of model M70 Standard with express sight

Lux version

- for quick acquiring of a target. All other features and options (types of the
stock, types of the trigger mechanism), apart from the type of iron sights, are
identical to the M70 Standard.

Model:
M70 American Style
All calibres of M70
Standard

Lux version

M70 American style | Is a version of Sporting rifles M70 Standard.
All other features and options (types of rear part of the stock, types of trigger
mechanism) are identical to the features and options of M70 Standard.

TECHNICAL CHARASTERISTICS:
Models

Calibres

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/kg/

Barrel length
/mm/

Total length
/mm/

M70 Left Hand
M70 Battue
M70 American Style

.22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem., 6.5x57, 7x57, 8x57 JS,
6.5x55 SE, .270 Win., 7x64, .30-06, .25-06, 9.3x62

5+1

3.6

600 / 560

1140 / 1100

.243 Win., .308 Win.

4+1

3.6

600 / 560

1140 / 1100

.264 Win.Mag., 7mm Rem.Mag.,
7mm-08 Rem., .300 Win.Mag.

3+1

3.6

600 / 560

1140 / 1100

.375 H&H, .458 Win.Mag.

3+1

3.9

600 / 560

1140 / 1100
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SPORTING RIFLES

M70PS
Since 1853
Kragujevac
Serbia

Sporting rifles M70PS

T

his series of sporting rifles combines
design advantages of Zastava’s rifle
M70 and the characteristics of state - of
- the - art materials.
Generations of hunters do not try to hide
the satisfaction with the basic model of
this series of rifles.
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Mauser locking system is exceptionally
reliable; there is no need to prove it.
Stainless steel and fibreglass polymer give
these guns exquisite durability and their
precision and accuracy are synonyms for
Zastava arms.
Design-Created by careful analysis of
requests of customers from all over the world
Resistance and durability of materials used
are added to the list of highest marks for
the quality, you can say that Zastava arms
achieved timelessness of Sporting rifles.

Model M70 PS Is a version with polymer
stock in assembly with standard barrelled
action, made of best chrome - vanadium
steel. The maintenance of this gun is
extremely simple and easy. Its sports look
keeps it popular with younger shooters.

Sporting
Riﬂes

M70 PS
M70 PS

In calibers:

All calibres of M70
Standard

M70 PS with iron sights
In calibers:

All calibres of M70
Standard

Offered options: with or without iron sights!
T E C H N I C A L DATA :
Models

Calibres

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/kg/

Barrel length
/mm/

Total length
/mm/

M70 PS

.22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem., 6.5x57, 7x57,
8x57 JS, 6.5x55 SE, .270 Win., 7x64,
.30-06, .25-06, 9.3 x 62

5+1

3.6

600 / 560

1145 / 1105

.243 Win., .308 Win.

4+1

3.6

600 / 560

1145 / 1105

.264 Win. Mag., 7 mm Rem. Mag.,
7 mm - 08 Rem., .300 Win. Mag.

3+1

3.6

600 / 560

1145 / 1105
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SPORTING RIFLES

M808
&
M07 Match
Since 1853
Kragujevac
Serbia

PICATINY RAIL RECEIVER

DETACHABLE MAGAZINE

SAFETY - THREE POSITIONS

Sporting rifles M808

B
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asis of new sporting rifle is authentic
Mauser system. Reliable design and
technology, robustness and durability.
Barrels have high accuracy and precision,
they are made of chrome - vanadium
steel, by cold forging.
The gun has free floating barrel, it is of cylindrical shape, with a crown on the muzzle, which provides additional accuracy
and it is made as in sports Match barrels.
Barrels and action have fine velvet blue
finish that does not reflect light.

The receiver of the action with Picatinny rail is
of polygonal shape, made from one piece of
steel - which provides low assembly of optical-electronic devices and increased accuracy
and precision.
Assembly bolt-receiver enables continuous
movement of the bolt in the receiver in quick
repeating.
Cylindrical bolt body is completely finely
ground. The bolt has two locking lugs. The
extractor is placed into the bolt face.

Safety of the action is placed on the bolt
sleeve and it has three positions: blocked bolt
and trigger, blocked trigger - free bolt, free
bolt - free trigger.
Ejector box of the bolt is a button placed in
action receiver.
Trigger mechanism-DAT (Double Action Trigger).
Magazine is detachable, made of polymer
with a catch on the stock.
The stock is made of quality walnut, it has exceptional ergonomics, in two versions: “Varmint” stock with a thumb hole (American market), Bavarian hunting stock with high cheek
pad (for European market).

Sporting
Rifles
M808
&
M07 Match

Model:
M808

In calibers:

Sporting rifles

All calibres of M70
Standard

Model:
M07 Match
In calibers:

.308 Win., 7.62 x 54 mm

The design of the Sporting rifle M07 Match | Is based on the famous Mauser Action, which in comDETAIL OF BARREL

bination with heavy, hammer forged barrel, guarantees extremely high accuracy. The rifle is furnished with
variable geometry wooden stock, with adjustable comb height and lenght of pull that enables each shooter
to set the rifle in accordance with his own body dimensions. The receiver is of polygonal shape, with integrated Picattiny rail (the reciever and the rail are made from one block of stell). Adjustable and detachable
folding bipod is attached to the pin placed on the front part of the stock.

T E C H N I C A L DATA
Models

Calibres

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/kg/

Barrel length
/mm/

Total length
/mm/

M808

.22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem., 6.5 x 57, 7 x 57, 8 x 57 JS, 6.5 x 55 SE
.270 Win., 7 x 64, .30-06 Spring., .25-06, 9.3 x 62

5+1

4.0

650

1192

.243 Win., .308 Win.

4+1

4.0

650

1192

.264 Win.Mag., 7 mm Rem.Mag., 7 mm-08 Rem., .300 Win.Mag.

3+1

4.0

650

1192

.375 H&H, .458 Win.Mag.

3+1

4.0

650

1192

.308 Win., 7.62 x 54 mm

5+1

5.2

650

1192

M07 Match
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SPORTING RIFLES

New models

M07 AF
&
M07 AS
Since 1853

Kragujevac
Serbia

Options:
Optical sights

Sporting rifles M07 AF & AS

S
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pecific requoirements moved the
development of sporting rifle M07
into two directions, and this results in
new versions of this rifle:

The design of these rifles is based on the
famous Mauser M98 Action, which is combination with heavy, hammer forged barrel, guarantees extremely high accuracy.

- M07 AF with side folding stock
- M07 AS with fixed stock.

Versions M07 AF and M07 AS are furnished with aluminium alloy stock of
variable geometry!

Adjustable comb height and length of
pull enable each shooter to set the rifle
to fit his own body shape.
The receiver is of polygonal shape, with
integrated Picatinny rail (the receiver and
the rail are made from one block of steel).

Sporting
Rifles

Model:

M07 AF
&
M07 AS

M07 AF

In calibres:
.308 Win.
7.62 x 54 mm
6.5 x 55 SE
.300 Win. Mag.

Model:

M07 AS
In calibres:
.308 Win.,
7.62 x 54 mm
6.5 x 55 SE
.300 Win, Mag.

Options:
Bipod

T E C H N I C A L DATA
Models

Calibres

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/kg/

Barrel length
/mm/

Total length
/mm/

Total length
with folded stock

M07 AF &
M07 AS

.308 Win.,
7.62 x 54 mm,
6.5 x 55 SE,
.300 Win. Mag.

5+1
5+1
5+1
5+1

4.96
4.96
4.96
4.96

650
650
650
650

1170
1170
1170
1170

930
930
930
930
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SPORTING RIFLES

New models

M12
Since 1853
Kragujevac
Serbia

STOCK

Sporting rifles M12

L

ong range rifle M12, designed on the
basis of Mauser system, will fulfill
the expectations of the most demanding shooters who participate in complex
and demanding discipline such as long
range shooting.
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- Chome plated heavy barrel provides
exceptional accuracy and precision
- Fluted barrel makes the cooling easier and contributes to precision
- Excellent ballance and muzzle brake
provide outstanding comfort. Aluminium stock has built - in buffer, wich significantly reduces the effect of recoil.

- Picatinny rail, made together with
the receiver from one block of steel,
enables the assembly of various types
of optical devices
- Standard catch for the bipod assembly enables the assembly of other
types of bipods, of user’s choice. Third,
folding leg, adjustable in height, is
built into the stock.

Sporting
Riﬂes

M12
Model:

M12

In calibres:
.50 Browning
Browning,
12.7 x 108 mm

Options:
Optical sights

T E C H N I C A L DATA :
Models

Calibres

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/kg/

Barrel length
/mm/

Total length
/mm/

Type of fire

Locking system

M12

.50 BMG
12.7 x 108 mm

5+1
5+1

12.93
13.46

840
1007

1520
1700

Single shot
Single shot

Rotating bolt
Rotating bolt
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SPORTING RIFLES

M85
Standard
Fullstock
Hornet
Hornet - Fullstock

Since 1853

Kragujevac
Serbia

Model:
M85 Hornet

IN CALIBERS: .22 HORNET

M85 Hornet | Is a specific version of Mini Mauser Sporting rifle.
It is made in calibre .22 HORNET and it is fed from a detachable magazine.

Sporting rifles M85 Standard

B
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ased on traditional concept of locking system that Zastava applies in repeating sporting rifles.
Mini MAUSER is commonly accepted name for
sporting rifles that use smaller-energy ammunition, but keeping fundamental operating principles of military rifle made in 1898. Zastava is a pioneer in forming of this concept and it constantly
dictates the tempo in development-marketing
competition by fulfilling customers’ requests regarding the aesthetics and ergonomics.

Sporting rifle barrel is made of chromevanadium steel, by cold forging. As it has been
used for several decades, it kept the primacy in
the market with steady accuracy and durability
of the barrel, so this justifies the use of robust
equipment and long production time.
Sporting rifle stock is made of selected quality
walnut. Types of stock that customers can
choose are: Pig back and Monte Carlo. Recoil
pad is made of rubber and grip cap is made of
walnut. Sporting rifle M85 is a safe gun with a
lever - type safety that blocks trigger mechanism.
Sling is securely fit on metal swivels.

Trigger mechanisms that
assembled:
single trigger
single DAT trigger
double trigger

can

be

Sporting rifle receiver has threads for the
assembly of optical devices bases (that are built
optionally).
Sporting rifle has iron sights.
Standard surface protection of metal parts
is blueing and wooden parts are oiled and
polished.

Sporting
Riﬂes

M85

Model:
M85 Standard

IN Calibers:
All calibres of M85
Standard

Model:
M85 Fullstock

IN Calibers:
All calibres of M85
Standard

M85 Fullstock | Is a version of Sporting rifle M85 Standard with Fullstock type of stock and shortened barrel.
All other features and options are identical to the M85 Standard.

Model:
M85 Hornet - Fullstock
IN CALIBERS: .22 HORNET

M85 Hornet - Fullstock | Is a version of Sporting rifle M85 Hornet with Fullstock stock.
T E C H N I C A L DATA
Calibres

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/kg/

Barrel length
/mm/

Total length
/mm/

M85 Standard

.223 Rem., .222 Rem., .222 Rem. Mag.,
.22-250 Rem., 7.62 x 39 mm

5+1

2.8

510

1010

M85 Fullstock

.223 Rem., .222 Rem., .222 Rem. Mag.,
.22-250 Rem., 7.62 x 39 mm

5+1

2.7

460

960

M85 Hornet - Fullstock

.22 HORNET

5+1

2.9

460

960

M85 Hornet

.22 HORNET

5+1

2.7

510

1010

Models
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SMALLBORE RIFLES

MP
MP 22 / MP 22 N
MP 17 / MP 17 N
MP 22 Fullstock /
MP 17 Fullstock

SAFETY
Since 1853

Kragujevac
Serbia

Smallbore rifles MP
Characteristic of small calibre ammunition in combination with the characteristics of Zastava’s smallbore rifle give
a shooter delight in sports shooting or
small game hunting.

E
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xtremely high precision, small energy of the
bullet - extremely mild recoil, low costs of
purchase of gun and ammunition are direct factors that make this gun interesting in worldwide
market.
Number of cartridges fired from these guns per
year is far larger than the number of cartridges
fired from other sports - hunting guns.
Almost everybody discovers the pleasure of
shooting: mild recoil and precise shot are pleasant surprise even for inexperienced shooters. And
some would say that all the rifles are the same!

Factors that give smallbore rifle exceptional accuracy and precision are:
- Rotating bolt of Mauser system
- Cold forged barrel
- Selection of design chrome-vanadium steel.
Stock is made of selected quality walnut.
Smallbore rifle is a safe gun; its trigger mechanism is blocked by a lever - type safety.

Metal swivels provide secure fitting
of the sling. The receiver has threads
for mounting of optical devices base
(mounted optionally).
Smallbore rifle is fitted with iron sights.
Standard surface protection of metal
parts is bluing and wooden parts are
oiled and polished.

Smallbore
riﬂes

MP 22 /
MP 17

Model |

MP 22 / MP 17

In calibres: .22 LR, .22 WMRF, .17 HMR

Model |

MP 22 N / MP 17 N

In calibres: .22 LR, .22 WMRF, .17 HMR

MP 22 N / MP 17 N | Are versions of smallbore rifles with muzzle thread and its protecting ring.
All other features and options are identical to the features and characteristics of the basic model.

Model |

MP 22 Fullstock / MP 17 Fullstock

In calibres: .22 LR, .22 WMRF, .17 HMR

MP 22 Fullstock / MP 17 Fullstock | Are versions of smallbore rifles with Fullstock and shortened barrel.
All other features and options are identical to the features and characteristics of the basic model.
T E C H N I C A L DATA
Calibres

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/kg/

Barrel length
/mm/

Total length
/mm/

MP 22

.22 LR, .22 WMRF

5+1

2.8

560

1040

MP 17

.17 HMR

5+1

2.8

560

1040

.22 LR, .22 WMRF, .17 HMR

5+1

2.8

560

1040

.22 LR, .22 WMRF
.17 HMR

5+1
5+1

2.7
2.7

460
460

940
940

Models

MP 22 N / MP 17 N
MP 22 Fullstock
MP 17 Fullstock
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ACTIONS &
BARRELED ACTIONS

M70
&
M85

Model:

Barreled Action M70 with iron sights
All calibres of M70 Standard

Model:

Barreled Action M70

All calibres of M70 Standard

Model:

Since 1853

Action M70

Kragujevac
Serbia

All calibres of M70 Standard

Action & Barreled Action M70

T
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he quality of products in several gives the brand
Zastava high position among competition.
Respecting the quality of product of competition,
Zastava arms is ready for cooperation. Placement
of a new product, which is a combination of high
- quality semi - finished products made by various
producers, is one of the aspects of possible cooperation.
Zastava offers actions and barreled actions (of all
models and versions) for: Sporting rifles, Smallbore
rifles and Semi-automatic rifles.These types
of products are primarily offered to renowned
manufacturers of these types of products.

Technical characteristics of these assemblies
are identical to the characteristics of Zastava’s
models of guns which they are built in
(this relates to the characteristics that are
independent of other assemblies).
Current offer: Models of barreled actions that
are built into models of Sporting rifles M70 and
M85 (Standard, Battue, Lefthand, Fullstock).
All characteristics and options (types of
mechanisms), except for those that relate
to the stock of the gun, are identical to the
characteristics and options of sporting rifles
M70, i.e. M85 (Standard, Battue, Lefthand,
Fullstock).

Current offer: Models of barreled actions
that are built into models of sporting rifles
M70 and M85 (Standard, Battue, Lefthand,
Fullstock).

Action & Barreled Action M85
All characteristics and options (types of
mechanisms), except for those that relate
to the stock of the gun, are identical to the
characteristics and options of sporting rifles
M70, i.e. M85 (Standard, Battue, Lefthand,
Fullstock).

Action
&
Barreled
action

Model:

Barreled Action M85 with iron sights
In calibers:
All calibres of M85 Standard

Model:

Barreled Action M85

In calibers:
All calibres of M85 Standard

Model:

Action M85

In calibers:
All calibres of M85 Standard

ACTION & BARRALED ACTION M70

ACTION & BARRALED ACTION M85

Calibres

Bolt
Head

Magazine
Length

Action
Length

S

.308 Win., .243 Win., .22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem.

.470 ‘‘

2 7/8 ‘‘

9 ‘‘

S

B

7x64, .30-06, .270 Win., 8x57 JS, 7x57,
.25-06 Rem., 6.5x57, 9.3x62, 6.5x55 SE

.470 ‘‘

3 3/8 ‘‘

9 ‘‘

M

.300 Win. Mag, .264 Win. Mag.,
7mm Rem. Mag. 7mm-08, .458 Win.Mag.

.532 ‘‘

3 11/16 ‘‘

9 ‘‘

D

.375 H&H

.532 ‘‘

3 11/16 ‘‘

9 ‘‘

Type

Calibres

Bolt
Head

Magazine
Length

Action
Length

.222 Rem., .223 Rem., .222 Rem. Mag.

.390 ‘‘

2 19/64 ‘‘

7 3/16 ‘‘

B1

7.62 x 39 mm

.450 ‘‘

2 19/64 ‘‘

7 3/16‘‘

B2

22-250 Rem.

.480 ‘‘

2 19/64’’

7 3/16’’

Type
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ALL
SPO R TI NG RIFLES

Lux
and
Exclusive
This page presents only several examples of these guns,
but there are many more
Lux & Exclusive
guns that are produced.

Since 1853

Kragujevac
Serbia
CARVED HANDGRIP

ENGRAVED

ENGRAVED GRIP CAP

ux is common name for huntxclusive is common name for
L
ing rifles that are modified in Ehunting rifles that are modicertain way in comparison with fied in certain way in comparison
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standard model:

with standard model:

- Modified surface machining and protection of the stock
- Modified surface machining and protection of metal parts

- Carved stock, modified surface machining and protection of the stock
- Engraved metal parts, modified surface machining and protection of metal parts
- Precious metals (silver and gold) used
in carving and engraving.

ENGRAVED HANDLE

The stock of standard models is oiled and polished and Lux and Exclusive models offer the
following options: toning and then polishing
or varnishing (with various levels of shine).
Another option is to paint the stock.
Metal parts of standard models are polished
(to medium level) and then blued, and Lux
and Exclusive models offer the following options: polishing (with various level of shine)
or sand blasting. After that, metal parts are
surface protected: they are blued or chrome
plated (details or external surfaces).

Lux
&
Exclusive

Model:
ExclusiveM70

Model:
ExclusiveM70

CARVED HANDGRIP

ENGRAVED GRIP CAP

ENGRAVED HANDLE

ENGRAVING ON THE SIGHT
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S E M I - AU T O M AT I C
SPORTING RIFLES

Semi-auto
PAP
PAP G
M2010
M2010 G

Model |
Semi-automatic Sporting rifle PAP
In Calibre: 7.62 x 39 mm

Model |
Semi-automatic Sporting rifle PAP G
In Calibre: 7.62 x 39 mm

Since 1853

Kragujevac
Serbia

Semi - automatic Sporting rifle PAP / PAP G |

Was created by the modification of Automatic rifle M70.
The facts that hundreds of thousands of basic version of this gun were produced and
that it is the official weapon of many armies in the world say enough of the advantages
and justification of purchase of sports-hunting version of PAP.

Semi-automatic Sporting rifle Pap, Pap G, M2010, M2010 G

A
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large number of cartridges fired in
a short period of time, without any
interruptions in aiming, is the basic advantage of semi - automatic rifles. The most
popular operating principle for semi-automatic and automatic guns, Kalashnikov
system, is applied to Zastava’s semi - automatic sporting rifles.
Semi - automatic sporting rifles function in
all environments.

Semi - automatic sporting rifles have a reliable and safe trigger mechanism.
This group of guns has good ergonomic solutions and all guns are very well balanced,
which results in mild recoil, small weight
and great compactness. Barrels on these
guns are cold forged.
This group of guns is capable of single-shot
semi - automatic fire.

Automatic safety system of sporting rifles
prevents firing before the gun is locked.
Semi - automatic sporting rifles are fed from
a detachable polymer magazine.
Front and rear iron sights: front - post, adjustable; rear - folding, adjustable.
Semi - automatic sporting rifles have optical sight base, and the complete set of the
gun can include optical sight mount and
optical sight.

Semi
automatic
Sporting
rifles

Model |
Semi - automatic Sporting rifle M2010
In calibres: .243 Rem., .308 Win.

Semi - automatic Sporting rifle M2010 |

Was created by the modification of Automatic rifles M77 in calibres: .243 Rem., .308 Win.
Basic model is in accordance with rigorous NATO standards.

Model |
Semi - automatic Sporting rifle M2010
In calibres: .223 Rem., .222 Rem.

Semi - automatic Sporting rifle M2010 |

Was created by the modification of Automatic rifles M90 in calibres: .223 Rem., 222 Rem.
Precision and accuracy of sniper rifle are kept in sports - hunting version.

Model |
Semi - automatic Sporting rifle M2010 G
In calibres: .308 Win., .243 Rem., .223 Rem.

Semi - automatic Sporting rifle M2010 G |

T E C H N I C A L D ATA

Was created by the modification of Automatic rifles M77. Basic model is in accordance with
rigorous NATO standards.

PAP
M2010

7.62 x 39 mm

10

3.6

415

940

223 Rem., .222 Rem.
308 Win., .243 Rem.

10
10

3.9
3.9

460
500

984
1030

PAP G
M2010 G

7.62 x 39 mm

10

4.15

415

934/689

.308 Win., .243 Rem.
.223 Rem.

10
10

4.45
4.30

500
460

1049/804
1000/750
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SINGLE ACTION PISTOLS

Pistols
Model:
M57

M70
M57 / M57A
M70A / M70AA
M88 / M88A

IN CALIBRES:

7.62 mm

Standard

Model:
M70

IN CALIBRES:

Model M57 |

7.65 mm

Is in its design related to the Soviet design
of pistol TT. Tested and proven high quality
keeps it popular for decades.

Standard
Model M70 |

Is a highly safe small size gun. Its external
safety is very well designed and it is in the
form of a lever.
Since 1853

M57A / M70 AA

Model M70

Kragujevac
Serbia

SAFETY
SAFETY

Model:
M70 A
IN CALIBRES:

9 mm PARA

Lux

Model M70 A |

Is in its design related to the Soviet design
of pistol TT. Tested and proven high quality
keeps it popular for decades.

Single action pistols

Z

astava arms has been producing single
action pistols for more than half a century.
Single action pistols are reliable and accurate, and this is guaranteed by the experience that the manufacturer has in this type
of production. New requests of the market,
realized through modern design, give the
pistols a modern look.
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A single action pistol is a semi-automatic
weapon with a safe locking and triggering system.
Operating principle of this pistol is short
barrel recoil. It is the ideal defence weapon, simple to handle and maintain.
The pistol is fed from a detachable magazine which is securely held in the magazine well and simply taken out from it.
The pistol is blocked when the hammer is
pulled “ to the first cam ”.

Models that are blocked by pushing the
safety lever are specified in the detail.
Single action pistols have fixed iron sights.
Metal parts of pistols are made of high
quality alloy steel.
Handgrip covers are made of selected
walnut or polymer.
Standard surface protection of steel parts
is bluing.

Model M88 |

IN CALIBRES:

9 mm PARA

Pistols

Model:
M88

Is a highly powerful compact gun. Its proven
functionality in harsh environments made
it popular with gun experts throughout the
world. Simple modifications keep it popular
for decades.

Standard
Pistol | M88

Lux version

Model M88 A |
Model:
M88 A

IN CALIBRES:

9 mm PARA

Standard

SAFETY ON THE PISTOL
Pushing the safety lever
blocks the pistol.

Is improved version of basic model M88.
It has an external safety and some ergonomics
improvements are made on polymer handgrip
covers and the bottom of easily changeable
magazine.

SAFETY ON THE PISTOL
Pushing the safety lever
blocks the pistol.

T E C H N I C A L DATA
Models

Calibres

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/kg/

Barrel length
/mm/

Height
/mm/

Total length
/mm/

M70
M57 / M57A
M70 A / M70AA
M88 / M88 A

7.65 mm

8

0.63

94

115

165

7.62 mm

9

0.88

116

130

200

9 mm PARA

8

0.88

116

130

200

9 mm PARA

8

0.85

96

130

175
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S I N G LE / DOU B LE AC TION

Pistols
CZ 999
CZ 999 Compact
EZ9
EZ40
EZ9 Compact
EZ40 Compact

EXTENDED REAR PART
OF THE HANDGRIP

A more secure grip gives an
impression of a lighter gun

SA / DA PISTOLS

SA / DA PISTOLS

LOADED CHAMBER
INDICATOR-an important
safety feature.

AMBIDEXTROUS CONTROLS
- enabling right-and
left-handed shooters to use
them.

Model:
CZ 999
IN CALIBRES:

9 mm PARA

Standard
Since 1853

Kragujevac
Serbia

CZ 999 |

Model:
CZ 999 Compact

Is used as service gun in several police and
military formations. Its performances justify
its competitiveness in the present days.

IN CALIBRES:

9 mm PARA

Standard
CZ 999 Compact |

Is a version of pistol CZ 999 with
shortened barrel to achieve better
compactness of the gun.

Single / Double action pistols
SA / DA pistol is a contemporary gun used
as a service or as a self-defence weapon.
Due to its excellent design solutions, ergonomics and contemporary production
technology, the gun is precise, accurate
and functional.
SA / DA pistol is a semi - automatic gun
operating on barrel recoil principle.
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Locking is achieved by vertical oscillation
of the barrel, which comes into the
opening in the slide. It operates as a single
action or double action gun.
Feeding is from a double - stack
detachable magazine with the capacity
of 10 or 15 rounds.
Firing controls are ambidextrous - they
can be operated both with right or left
hand. The controls have several functions
and loaded chamber indicator shows
whether a round is in the barrel.

The sights are square, with white dots and
they make the aiming easier when the
visibility is low.
The slide is made of high quality alloy
steel.
The frame is made of aluminium alloy.
Handgrip covers are made of high impact
polymer.
Standard surface protection includes phosphatising and painting of aluminium
parts and the steel parts are blued.

A more secure grip gives an
impression of a lighter gun

Model:
EZ 9

PICATINNY RAIL

SA/DA PISTOLS

provides quick and safe
mounting of various optical
and electronic devices

LOADED CHAMBER
INDICATOR-an important
safety feature.

IN CALIBRES:

9 mm PARA

Standard

Pistols

EXTENDED REAR PART
OF THE HANDGRIP

EZ 9 / EZ 40 |

Is a pistol with open type hammer and
connection for the assembly of accessory
optical and electronic devices on the slide.
COMPACTNESS
Model EZ 40 Compact
integrated compensator
Model:
EZ 40 Compact
IN CALIBRES:

.40 S & W

Standard

PICATINY RAIL

EZ 9 / EZ 40 Compact |

Is a version of pistol EZ 9. Its length is
modified, to achieve better compactness of
the gun, but ballistic performances of the
basic model are kept.

T E C H N I C A L DATA
Models

CZ 999
CZ 999 Compact
EZ 9
EZ 9 Compact
EZ 40
EZ 40 Compact

Calibres

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/kg/

Barrel length
/mm/

Height
/mm/

Total length
/mm/

9 mm PARA

10 / 15

0.92

108

140

198

9 mm PARA

10 / 15

0.90

98

140

188

9 mm PARA

10 / 15

0.95

108

140

198

9 mm PARA

10 / 15

0.90

98

140

188

.40 S & W

11

0.95

108

140

198

.40 S & W

11

0.90

98

140

188
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ALL PISTOLS

Lux
and
Exclusive
This page presents only
several examples of
these guns, but there are
many more
Lux & Exclusive
pistols that are
produced.

Model: M88
In calibres:

9 mm PARA

Exclusive

Since 1853

Kragujevac
Serbia

Model: M57
In calibres:

7.62 mm

L

CZ 999 Scorpion Exclusive

ux pistols is common name for all
standard Zastava’s pistols with:

Exclusive

E

xclusive pistols is common name
for all Zastava’s pistols with:

- Specific handgrip covers (wooden with - Carved handgrip covers, modified survarious types of protection; rubber)
face machining and protection of covers
- Modified surface machining and pro- - Engraved metal parts, modified surface
tection of metal parts.
machining and protection of metal parts
Modifications are made at customers’
- Precious metals
requests or according to the ideas of Zastava’s experts.
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Model: M70

In calibres:

9 mm PARA

Lux

Carving and engraving of parts, as well as modification of surface machining and protection, are
done at customers’ requests or according to the
ideas of Zastava’s experts.
Handgrip covers on standard models of the pistols
are made of plastic or sometimes of oiled walnut.
Versions Lux and Exclusive have the following options: toning of wood and then polishing or varnishing (with various levels of polish).
Handgrip covers can also be painted.
(Wooden parts of Exclusive models are protected
after carving.)

Lux
&
Exclusive

Model: CZ 999
In caliber:

Exclusive

Model: CZ 999

Metal parts of Zastava’s standard models are polished (to medium level) and then blued. Parts made
of aluminium alloy are phosphatised and painted.
Options for pistols lux and exclusive include: polishing (up to various levels of shine) or sand blasting.
After that, metal parts are surface protected: blued
or chrome plated (details or all external surfaces),
or they are phosphatised and painted (matte or
high polish). Metal parts of exclusive models are
surface protected after engraving.

Pistols

9 mm PARA

All other features are the same as on
standard models of pistols.

In caliber:

9 mm PARA

Exclusive

Engraved
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Zastava oružje AD
Kosovska 4
34000 Kragujevac
Serbia

Zastava arms Export-Import
Despota Stefana 12
11000 Beograd
Serbia

phone: + 381 34 30 11 37
fax:
+ 381 34 33 53 49

phone: + 381 11 32 20 15 4
fax:
+ 381 11 32 24 67 9

e-mail: office@zastava-arms.rs
www.zastava-arms.rs

e-mail: impex@zastava-arms.rs

